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ContourCube is a grid-like OLAP component for interactive

reporting and data analysis. It can be used in any development

environment supporting ActiveX controls. ContourCube

connects to almost any relational database through DBE or

ADO connection, and converts relational data into

multidimensional form, applying a lot of appearance settings.

ContourCube ActiveX control is web-enabled, and can load pre-

built multidimensional reports over the Internet. Here are some

key features of "ContourCube ActiveX Classic": ? Interactive

data analysis and reporting with sub-second response times ?

Embeddable into any database application ? Easy-to-build web-

based OLAP solution ? Rich set of multidimensional

calculations and powerful Formula Language ? High quality

data visualization, conditional report formatting ? Advanced

report distribution technology ? Affordable price ContourCube

CE Description: ContourCube CE is a grid-like OLAP

component for interactive reporting and data analysis. It can be

used in any development environment supporting ActiveX

controls. ContourCube CE connects to almost any relational

database through DBE or ADO connection, and converts

relational data into multidimensional form, applying a lot of

appearance settings. ContourCube CE ActiveX control is web-
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enabled, and can load pre-built multidimensional reports over

the Internet. Here are some key features of "ContourCube CE":

? Interactive data analysis and reporting with sub-second

response times ? Embeddable into any database application ?

Easy-to-build web-based OLAP solution ? Rich set of

multidimensional calculations and powerful Formula Language

? High quality data visualization, conditional report formatting ?

Advanced report distribution technology ? Affordable price

ContourCube CE ActiveX Description: ContourCube CE is a

grid-like OLAP component for interactive reporting and data

analysis. It can be used in any development environment

supporting ActiveX controls. ContourCube CE connects to

almost any relational database through DBE or ADO

connection, and converts relational data into multidimensional

form, applying a lot of appearance settings. ContourCube CE

ActiveX control is web-enabled, and can load pre-built

multidimensional reports over the Internet. Here are some key

features of "ContourCube CE": ?

ContourCube ActiveX Classic Crack + With Registration Code Download

? Produce interactive user and analyst dashboards ? User-level

interactivity ? Compatible with ADO / DBE data sources ?

Connect to almost any relational database through DBE or

ADO ? Embeddable into any database application ? Extremely
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fast data operations ? Easy-to-build web-based OLAP solution

? Rich set of multidimensional calculations and powerful

Formula Language ? Advanced report distribution technology ?

High quality data visualization, conditional report formatting ?

Affordable price Pricing: Market-driven pricing based on

utilization. The pricing is calculated from customer need and

budget. Pricing starts as low as the minimum rental required for

a month. We can also offer very low rates for large volumes of

data. Pricing is based on a simple "use it or lose it" model. We

are open to discussions for custom pricing. NOTE: Price

includes labor, maintenance, and usage. We cover all

additional costs that might be incurred, such as hardware

upgrades or other services and costs. Features: General

Features: ? Develop for Win32, Win64 (x86 and x64) and Linux

platforms, 32/64 bit applications ? Ultrafast data access over

the network, database, disk ? Rich data selection and filtering

logic ? Fast grid data operations ? Ability to change column and

grouping / aggregation order within the workspace ? Ability to

change data source formats ? Support for advanced formats

and formats such as MultiDB ? Easy-to-use, open source

technologies. ? Multi-user, multi-database (with

synchronization and backup capabilities), multi-platform ?

Ability to resize and maximize the view region ? Support for

dynamic changes to the set of fields displayed in the

workspace, such as changing the width and height of a cell, or
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adding / removing fields. ? Support for Extended Properties,

Key Fields, Key Values ? Ability to automatically rotate a

workspace when it exceeds the maximum number of rows ?

Support for Group by..., Group By... with Distinct..., Group By...

aggregate functions and any operators ? Support for Info

Pages / Report Generators (OLAP 3a67dffeec
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ContourCube CE ActiveX provides a lot of features in which

the component can be used for interactive data analysis and

reporting. The component enables high performance on query

processing, rich data analysis and multi-dimensional

calculations. ContourCube CE ActiveX uses a set of functions

called ContourCube Formula Language to implement rich

formulas for interactive data analysis and reporting.

ContourCube CE ActiveX is a web-enabled OLAP component

which can load pre-built reports and redistribute a version to a

remote user from a centralized server. The component

supports multidisciplinary applications. It is very easy to build,

deploy and use. ContourCube Classic is also a part of

ContourCube BI Suite. ContourCube BI Suite is a collection of

tools and services for business intelligence including modules

and connectors for common data stores. ContourCube ActiveX

is a component for interactive reporting and data analysis, and

it is the heart of ContourCube BI Suite. ContourCube CE

ActiveX is easily embeddable into any database application

using a DBE or ADO connection. The ContourCube CE

ActiveX is developed on the .NET Framework and Microsoft

Windows platform..NET Framework is a set of tools and

classes which can be used to build small and powerful web-
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based applications and rich client-side applications.

ContourCube CE ActiveX is user-interface-neutral and

supports different IDEs like Visual C#, Visual Basic and C++

Builder. The component can be used for a lot of different types

of applications, like business intelligence, industry and

solutions, or deployment of business applications.

ContourCube CE ActiveX is relatively simple to use. There are

several different wizards which facilitate the creation of charts,

models, queries, forms and reports. A wide range of useful

appearance settings can be applied, and all the options can be

customized via XML files. It takes only a few minutes to build a

new report with ContourCube CE ActiveX. ContourCube

Classic supports many databases, and it can connect to almost

any relational database through DBE or ADO. The component

supports many databases, and it can connect to any relational

database through DBE or ADO. ContourCube CE ActiveX

supports many different types of queries such as local queries

(using CUBE), matrix queries (using CHART), graph queries

What's New in the?

A versatile, easy-to-use OLAP component for business users

ContourCube CE is a set of ActiveX controls, including

ContourCube CE Server and ContourCube CE Client, which

can be installed on the local PC without any additional software
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or programming. ContourCube ActiveX Server is the active

power center for your database applications, providing

advanced multidimensional capabilities. ContourCube CE

Client is the specialized server application that loads your

reports over the web, even if no other client application is

installed on the client side. With ContourCube CE Client, users

can easily build interactive, OLAP reports over the web.

ContourCube CE Client is embedded in virtually every Web

page and displays interactive reports on the fly without

installing any additional component. Users can see the live

OLAP data in a drag-and-drop environment. ContourCube CE

Server is the ActiveX component embedded in every database

application. It is the business center for other database

applications, providing robust multidimensional calculations.

With ContourCube CE Server, users can analyze database

data interactively in a drag-and-drop environment.

ContourCube CE Client and ContourCube CE Server are easy

to build and distribute. They are 100% code-free and have no

3rd party vendor specific component limitations. ContourCube

CE Client and ContourCube CE Server are 100% compatible

with the on-premises version. We offer two different versions of

ContourCube CE Client: ContourCube CE Client Classic - CE

component version released at December 2002, is the most

mature version of ContourCube CE Client. ContourCube CE

Client Classic is stable, with high quality rendering, robust in
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performance, and has very few bugs. ContourCube CE Client

Beta - CE component version released at November 2003 is

the optimized CE component version. It has been in a

continuous beta-testing cycle and is constantly upgraded with

bug fixes from the feedback of our customers. But the current

Beta version of CE component is not stable. It has certain bugs

and problems. ContourCube CE Client Beta is a beta-testing

version of CE component. ContourCube CE Client Classic

Description: A versatile, easy-to-use OLAP component for

business users ContourCube CE Client is a powerful

component. Through many advanced rendering techniques
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP Professional x64 Edition SP2,

Windows 7 x64 Edition SP2, Windows 7 Processor: 2 GHz

Dual-Core or faster 2 GHz Dual-Core or faster Memory: 2 GB

RAM 2 GB RAM Video Card: OpenGL 2.0 compatible 64-bit

video card, with 2 GB of RAM OpenGL 2.0 compatible 64-bit

video card, with 2 GB of RAM DirectX: Version 9.0c Version

9.0
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